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1 1100 Pounds Lighter p I
Sail . '"PHE necessary close harmony of chassis with body in strength, in lightness, comfort and , gag H
3ji J- - ease of riding finds for the first time its highest expression in the closed types of the grew H
8y2 Marmon 34. H
S Through the use of aluminum and highly ad-- not only looks low it is low, giving the gg3 H
III . vanced design which includes a new method graceful lines so much desired. ? H

of attaching the body to the chassis, the ' H
weight of these Luxury dosed Gars is only Such body advantages plus the unquestioned g

W about four thousand pounds eleven hundred Marmon mechanical superiorities form an f

11 pounds less than the average closed car of extraordinary combination in a closed car. ggg

iSjS equal size and power. . JMS H
&&? In fleet efficiency, m refinement, luxury, , . gpa
gig comfort, ease of riding or economy of oper- - , ?P5 I8y The new method of body attachment which .. ragsfiS . ation there is no car comparable to the new gps

S? eliminates the necessity of sills for structural , 2wsafe closed Marmon. Has HStrength, places the floorboards several , s

3 inches nearer the ground, giving a height We suggest a careful comparison with other pj
l( p over all of only 81 inches while still permitting cars, including a measurement of dimen- - g$S H

gffi the usual head room. This type of body on sions, before you obligate yourself to pur- - rc U
$9 the Marmon chassis of 136-inc- h wheelbase chase a closed vehicle. ge jH
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